In this paper, we propose a global approach to develop a Reduced-Order Model (ROM) for flexible flapping-wing dynamics by applying POD/Galerkin projection on a uniform Eulerian description of fluid, structure, and their interaction. Because fluid and structure are treated simultaneously and in a similar manner, the model reduction process can be greatly simplified. Shown in our test case (k = 1), global POD can efficiently capture 85% of combined kinetic energy with only 2 modes and more than 95% with 6 modes. The leading POD modes show both features of vortex dynamics and structural dynamics. With combined POD modes, a global Galerkin projection based-on Eulerian description of both fluid and solid is then suggested as the step towards final ROMs.
I. Introduction
In early human history, though many attempts were made to fly like a bird using flapping wings, none of them were successful. Eventually, people took an alternative by separating the functionality of wings to the propulsion provided by engines and the lift provided by fixed wings, which led to a great success of modern airplanes with fixed-wing design. Recently, with the emerging need from Micro Air Vehicles (MAVs), new attentions were drawn back to nature's flapping-wing design. Among many reasons, a simple one can be explained by using classical Reynolds number. At low Reynolds number regime, conventional fixed-wing airplane suffers with low flight efficiency and small stall angle. However, the flapping motion used by birds and insects increases the effective Reynolds number seen by the wing.
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Flapping flight with flexible wings is a hallmark of aerial locomotion in biological systems, 2-7 but achieving biological levels of aerial performance in MAVs has proven elusive. This is due to the lack of understanding of fundamental aerodynamic and aeroelastic principles and material properties. Without the necessary guidance from fundamental physics, most MAV developments were proceeding in an ad hoc fashion.
On the other hand, mere observation of the nature provides limited (and sometimes even misleading) information and guidance for MAV design. It is impractical to copy the aerodynamics features of birds, and unlikely the copy will result in an optimal MAV design either. For example, the kinematics of birds' flapping motion has been restrained by the relative low efficiency of muscles. The birds' muscle releases substantial energy as heat and its power curve, as a result, varies from optimal U-shape of general mechanical systems.
by its feature, allows us to focus on a few critical factors. For example, if the model is based on proper orthogonal decomposition (POD), we can focus the dynamics of most energetic modes defined in the same Hilbert space. The ROMs bring great advantage in control and optimization. Though there are some ways for DNS-based optimization, such as the trial-and-error or other more rigorous methods (e.g. adjoint-based optimization [11] [12] [13] ), they are inevitably expensive in computation. Since ROMs are in a much smaller space, they can be computed and optimized instantly. And, the simple system permits also direct application of many available control theories.
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The complexity by the fully-coupled interaction between the fluid and structure has also hindered its study in numerical simulation and experiments. In early studies of moving wings, [15] [16] [17] [18] the flexibility of wings are often overlooked, though the advantages (e.g. aerodynamic efficiency, design simplification) of introducing flexibility in flapping wings are prominent. Recently, the experiments for flexible wings became active, 19 but the numerical simulations are still dominated by prescribed motion and deformation of wings. 9, 20 The simulation method used in our work features its capability of handling the fully coupled FSI with large deformation. More importantly, the way of solving fluid and solid by a combined Eulerian equation naturally leads to the current global ROM approach.
In this paper, we proposed a global approach to formulate ROMs for problems involving strong fluidstructure interaction (FSI), such as flapping flexible wings. Different from conventional approach to model fluid and structure separately and couple them by boundary conditions, the current approach is to apply model reduction on a uniform description of fluid and solid, and then yield a global ROM for FSI problems. For the following sections, we will briefly introduce the strong-coupling technology used in our simulation, then describe this global approach for model reduction of the dynamics of flexible flapping-wing.
II. Numerical simulation
When time advancement is considered, there are generally three classes of simulation approaches for FSI problems: the monolithic approach, the fully coupled approach (but not monolithic), and the loosely coupled approach. The monolithic approach solves the fluid and structure equations simultaneously as one single set using a unified solver; the fully coupled approach solves the fluid and structure equations separately and synchronize them through iterations at each time steps; the loosely coupled approach also solves the fluid and structure equations separately but exchange information between fluid and structure by one or two times without preset convergency criteria. Among them, the monolithic (sometimes, a.k.a. strong-coupling or strong form) approach is the most stable and efficient one, though it is not always available and can be complex for programming. In this work, we adopted a new monolithic approach proposed recently by Zhao, Freund and Moser 21 , which eliminate this disadvantage. Most importantly, this simulation approach has made it possible in the proposed modeling methodology to build FSI ROMs directly on a single set of fluid/solid equations by typical model reduction approaches such as POD/Galerkin projection.
II.A. Fluid-Structure Interaction in strong form
The numerical simulation is based on a monolithic approach to solve fluid motion, solid motion, and their interaction by a combined Eulerian description, while the elastic-stress being solved on a Lagrangian mesh then projected back to the Eulerian mesh as extra bodyforce terms, which was used by Zhao et al. 21 It follows the same spirit of conventional Immersed Boundary (IB) methods, 22, 23 but with the capability of handling solid structure dynamics and solving it in a seamless manner. We would briefly summarize their method below.
In Eulerian framework, the mass and momentum conservation for fluid and solid can be presented in the same manner as
where u is the velocity, p is the pressure, τ is the stress tensor, and the same ρ = 1 for solid and fluid is assumed for simple presentation. For Newtonian fluid, the stress tensor
where µ f is the dynamic viscosity for fluid. The substitution of (3) into the momentum equation leads to the famous Navier-Stokes equation for fluid,
For Solid, the stress tensor now includes both viscous and elastic components,
For simplicity, τ visc is assumed to be the same as fluid viscous stress. 21 The elastic stress term uses a neo-Hooken model as
where µ s is the solid shear modulus and A is the deformation gradient tensor A = ∂x/∂X. Thus, the momentum equation for solid and solid/fluid interface is
(4) and (7) can be unified to a nominal Navier-Stokes equation
with extra body force B and surface force F defined in a confined solid area Ω s . With the above form, a coupled fluid-solid problem can be easily solved by conventional numerical methods for incompressible Naver-Stokes equations (e.g. projection method 24 ). Since the solid structure is also defined by Lagrangian points for elastic stress calculation and overlaid on the global Eulerian mesh, the information is constantly communicated between the two meshes. The information projection/interpolation between meshes and other algorithm details are referred to Zhao et al.'s original work.
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II.B. Implementation of control cells
The above FSI algorithm can solve the coupled dynamics between the fluid and structure. However, it lacks the mechanism to prescribe the motion of certain components (i.e. skeleton) of the system (i.e. wings) to obtain the desirable motion (i.e. flapping). To solve this problem, we invented a new approach, 25, 26 where we implement a few control cells in a confined area close to the leading edge (figure 1a) and reenforce their moving gaits using a way similar to the direct forcing approach 27 which has been widely used for prescribed motion.
To explain the idea, we write the combined equation discretized in time as
where all right-hand-side terms, including nominal body/surface force terms for solid, are lumped into the term RHS. Here, 1st-order explicit time difference is used only for easy demonstration, and in practice, we used 3rd-order Runge-Kutta/Crank-Nicolson scheme following the same spirit. A body force term confined in control cell area Ω c is defined by where V is the desirable velocity for control cells. Then, the final equation with flapping capability is
Figure 1b shows schematically a typical two-dimensional flapping motion generated by control cells. The control cells at the leading-edge move vertically at speed
where A and k define respectively the amplitude and the frequency of the motion. The rest of the body then moves passively by structure constraints (i.e. elasticity). Figure 2 shows the flow field (top) and flexible structure (bottom) of a NACA0012 airfoil flapping in a uniform background flow. By moving the leading edge up and down in a sinusoidal way, we flap the wings with active plunging and passive pitching motion through the elasticity. Different vortex dynamics are shown when different moving frequencies are applied. In this particular case, the flapping motion changes from drag-producing Kármán vortex street (k = 1) to thrust-producing reverse Kármán vortex street (k = 2) and eventually deflected vortex street (k = 3). 
III. Global model reduction
In this section, for completeness, we will firstly give a brief review of the basics of Galerkin projection and Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD). Then a global model decomposition and projections will be suggested, with some results and discussion at the end.
III.A. Galerkin projection
The idea of Galerkin projection is to project the functions defining the original equation onto a finitedimensional subspace of the full phase space. 28 To perform Galerkin projection, the phase space X must be an inner product space spanned by a suitable set of basis functions. The suitable choices for basis functions include mathematical modes such as Fourier modes and Chebyshev polynomials, as well as empirical modes such as POD modes. For demonstration, consider simple dynamics described bẏ
where f is a general operator linear or nonlinear on u. u(x, t) can be expanded in terms of suitable orthogonal basis functions of X (e.g. POD modes):
where the basis functions φ k are often ordered by certain physical criteria: decreasing captured energy as for POD modes; increasing wavenumber (decreasing scale) as for Fourier modes; et al. Projecting the equation onto the set of basis functions, we get the dynamics of time coefficients:
The finite truncation in expansion and projection then gives a model equation of lower dimension. The truncation order will depend on the properties of original equations and the requirements of specific problems.
III.B. Proper Orthogonal Decomposition
The Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) was proved the most efficient way of capturing the dominant components of an infinite-dimensional process with finite and often only a few number of modes.
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The goal for POD is to find an optimal subspace of finite dimension to present an ensemble of data u(t) ∈ H, where H is a Hilbert space with inner product ·, · . The optimality here can be defined by the minimization of the average error ||u − u s || between the original data u(t) and the reconstruction from the subspace u s (t) = j u, φ j φ j , where · denotes a time average and || · || is the induced norm on H. The basis functions φ j are normally known as POD modes, and they are eigenvectors of the following eigenvalue problem:
where
and depends on the definition of inner product.
method of snapshots The method of snapshots was suggested by Sirovich 29 as a numerical procedure to save time in solving eigenvalue problem (16) when the number of snapshots M and the number of spacial grid points N satisfies: M ≪ N . Instead of solving N -dimensional eigenvalue problem (16), we solve M -dimensional eigenvalue problem
where u k represents linearly independent snapshots. For each eigenvector c = (c 1 , ..., c M ), a POD mode can then be constructed as
Using POD together with Galerkin projection, we have a systematic procedure to obtain ROMs from simulation or experimental data.
III.C. Global decomposition and projection for fluid-structure systems
When it comes to a fully-coupled fluid-structure system (i.e. MAV), the application of above model reduction approach becomes not straightforward. In principle, we can still conduct model reduction for isolated fluid and solid systems to get individual ROMs, and then build a combined ROM through the coupling in boundary conditions at fluid-solid interfaces. 30, 31 However, the implementation for real problems can be very complex; iterations are normally involved and, even worse, they may not lead to a converged solution. Moving boundary also leads to some other challenges as basic as the appropriate coordinates for modeling (body-fixed or inertial?).
To avoid above problems, we suggest a global model reduction on fluid and solid in uniform Eulerian framework. The idea is based the same monolithic formulation (8) in the simulation. In this approach, we simply treat the solid structure as fluid with extra stress terms. So that, traditional POD/Galerkin projection can be applied on the combined equation (8) without distinguishing solid and fluid. This approach integrates the coupling between fluid and structure seamlessly.
Based on the solution of equation (8), we firstly computed POD of the entire fluid and structure domain. The simulation data used in POD are sampled below in figure 3 by snapshots of a flexible wing flapping at frequency k = 1, where the Reynolds number is 400 normalized by uniform incoming flow from the left to the right. Though the inner product for POD can be defined differently when the structure presents, it has not be considered in the current paper. For simplicity, the typical inner product representing kinematic energy was used for both fluid and solid, and the POD was then conducted blindly without distinguishing fluid flow and solid structure. It is shown that most energy has been distributed to the first 6 POD modes and the first 2 modes only have got more than 85% energy. Figure 5 shows these 6 energetic modes in pair. These modes are clearly paired as in most convection dominant flows. The patterns, which are featured by the wake vortex street, show very similar characteristics as of the vortex street behind a cylinder. 32 The most intriguing part of these modes is their patterns in "wing area" and its near field. Special structures have been very well resolved there; especially for mode 3-6, there is clear correlation between the POD modes and the shape and deformation of the wing. Figure 6 then shows the phase portrait of these modes. We can observe clear periodic behavior at different frequencies as it normally happens to vortex shedding flows. With the above mode basis, we can construct ROMs by applying Galerkin projection on the combined fluid/solid equation (8) . We then get a model equation aṡ
where l ij = ∇ 2 φ j , φ i , q ijk = ∇ · (φ j φ k ), φ i , and nominally
The main difficulty now lies in modeling the extra term (21) . In practice, the implementation of the elastic term and the corresponding constitutive relation is more complex than they appear in (7) and (6). If we use P and P −1 to define the mapping from the Lagrangian solid points X (for stress computation) to Eulerian fluid points x (for dynamics) and its inverse mapping, the elastic term and structure deformation are essentially described by ∇ · (χ s τ elas ) = µ s P∇ · (A × A T − I),
A = A(X; X 0 ),
Typical model reduction for structure dynamics can be applied to above equations to reduce their order (e.g. assuming limited eigenmodes for the deformation). Alternatively, we can even solve (22-24) "on-thefly" using part of our simulation code and get a "hybrid" model. Since the number of Lagrangian solid points can be 1 or 2 orders lower than the number of fluid mesh points, the total computation cost of a "hybrid" model is still much lower than a full DNS. The idea of solving part of the projection in a DNS way was inspired by the treatment of non-trivial pressure terms in the reduced-order modeling of Navier-Stokes equations. 33 By either approach, eventually, the projected FSI ROM should be similar to a typical ROM for pure fluid flow plus extra elasticity terms embedded in solid areas. However, more details of Galerkin projection and the final ROM are still under investigation.
